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Innocent Beginnings 
 

 

Remember the time when the only denim jeans you could get were 

Wranglers?  You know, the dark blue flared ones from Tweedy 

Achesons.  You only had one pair which took about two years to stop 

dying your legs blue and Nature Trek shoes!  Yes you remember, 

looked like you had a Cornish pasty on each foot?  Again only one 

pair which lasted until the three-inch deep soles, were worn down to 

half-an-inch.  Well, it was around this time that I was the proud owner 

of a red Raleigh Tomahawk bicycle.  Not for me, the more popular 

and, now iconic, Raleigh Chopper.  That was for the better off kids.  

My Tomahawk was a second-hand, hand-me-down from an older 

cousin.  A Christmas present and, as it transpired, a much loved one.  

Both it and my hand-knit sky-blue College jumper with two maroon 

hoops on the right arm were well used Christmas presents. 

 

 
That bike was my daily source of transport for the next three years, 

even when I had grown too big for it.  No need for a cycling kit, or an 

organised club-run.  Just wrap your flares around your ankles and tuck 
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them into your Wombles socks and away you go.  Off to John 

Connolly’s shop for ten pence worth of Bubblys, Black-Jacks, Fruit-

Salads and Refreshers; or around the all-weather pitch or over to the 

play-park or just up and down the front street.  It was all just good 

unadulterated physical activity.  Oh how things have changed! 

 

Today the simple action of riding a bicycle has, for a certain 

population, become much more (dare I say?) sophisticated.  Now, it is 

the domain of many 30-50 year-olds with disposable incomes.  Where 

they once would have strolled around the fairways laden with 

precision-made golf clubs, these middle-aged adventurers now pedal 

the roadways on the latest precision-made racing bike.  The café has 

become the new 19
th

 hole while Lycra replaces Pringle.  Furthermore, 

the bug is spreading.  Cycle sales are booming and millions now 

watch the Tour De France.  The MAMIL or "Middle Aged Man In 

Lycra" has evolved. 

 

Sir Richard Attenborough would probably relish the opportunity to 

delve into the unique lifestyle of these beings.  We can imagine his 

tranquil tones waxing lyrical about their world.  However, it is certain 

that he would not impart us with his knowledge of warm blooded 

amniotes and placentals.  Indeed we are more likely to be enthralled 

by his in-depth explanation of their strange money-nourished life-

“cycle”!  Time-lapse filming would depict these sedentary 30-50 year-

olds evolving from entry-level bicyclists to high performance cyclists; 

from sportive entrants to road-racers, from track-suit wearers to 

Lycra-clad fashion victims, each one, a fully-fledged MAMIL. 

 

On the other hand, as with all life species, there can be a deviant 

strain!  What if you were a 30-50 something whose income is simply 

indisposed?  How would the cycling craze affect you?  Would you 

resist the trend toward a carbon-framed health and fitness?  Would you 

become a spendthrift MAMIL?  These are difficult questions to 

answer perhaps but, for one man, the experience was unique. His is a 

story of slothfulness, of a life driven by gluttony, of self-indulgence 

and of smashed dreams.  His is a story of drug taking, a ghost story 

revealing the mental images he has to endure.  His is a story of 

change, a story of friendship of challenge and ultimately, revelation! 
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Chapter One 

 

A sleep disturbed, makes one perturbed 

So to calm this situation 

At the break of day one must make way 

To the house of evacuation 

 
It began in the usual way, that infuriating noise of distant, guldering 

japery.  As always there was the irritating, swishing accompaniment of 

those bicycle tyres.  Growing closer, the bellowing laughter echoed 

around the alley outside.  Below the window now, this row shattered 

the peaceful early morning silence.  “Do you hear that?” Came the 

man‟s sudden spitting question.   

The woman‟s reply sounded sleepy and confused, “Hmm, wha, hear 

what?”  

“Ugh, for fook sake, why am I even asking?”  He fumed, “you never 

hear anything unless it involves bloody knitting!”  

In a fury, wrestling from beneath the bedclothes, his pyjama clad 

figure stomped downstairs tying his dressing-gown cord while the din 

steadily faded.  Stepping out into the misty half-light of the dank 

November morning he winced as he tip-toed barefoot across the cold 

cobbled courtyard.  Reaching for the latch of an ancient wooden door, 

his shivering form lurched inside groping in the darkness.  He 

squinted, his eyes painful, as the sudden spark of a naked bulb lit this 

claustrophobic cubicle.  Sitting now he took a sharp intake of breath 

as flesh met porcelain, forcing him to omit an expletive ridden tirade.  

In the hissing-dripping confines of this stark closet he sat hunched in 

concentration as his intermittent flatulence was followed by the solid 

splashes of sharp, icy water.   

 

Dunstan Clarence Athol Tally blinked at his watch, “Half past bloody 

eight, it‟s the same fooking thing every morning”, he cursed, “those 

fooking cyclists need their heads looked at”.   

Then, tearing a square of last week‟s Chronicle from the string on the 

wall, he smirked deviously as he realised it showed a photo of the 

local cycling club! 
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Dunstan or “Dun”, as he preferred, lived with his wife Sally in a 

rickety house down a wee alley between The Rope Walk and Coole-

Green.  The house sat in the confines of a small scrap-yard which, 

being the only premises in the alley resulted in this backstreet 

becoming known as Dun Tally‟s Alley.  Lazy by nature, Dun 

frequently preferred to let Sally do all the work around the yard as he 

sprawled idly indoors in the age-old hollows of his overstuffed and 

sagging sofa.  This sofa presented a most likely companion as it had, 

over some forty-seven years, developed a now-striking resemblance to 

his overstuffed and forty-seven-year-old sagging self.  Sally had long 

since been disaffected by her husband‟s love for wallowing all day on 

this heirloom.  In fact it suited her, as Dun wasn‟t interested in her 

activities which, by contrast to his, were busy and abundant.  Hence, 

for Dun, life was simple amidst the clutches of loose cushions, as he 

zapped the television with the remote “doofer” targeting some 

prehistoric episode of Minder while gorging down his favourite floury 

baps thick with Lemon Curd. 

 

 
 

Of course this was not his only pastime; Dun was also an enthusiastic 

eater of double portions of Fish and Chips.  Consequently every 

evening, he looked forward to smelling the familiar thick, clinging 

aroma that usually billowed from The Sistine Chipple takeaway as he 

dandered over for his usual feast.  The Sistine Chipple had been a 

revelation for Dun when, in nineteen seventy five, the Irish/Italian, 

Farrellini family, opened a new chip-shop on the corner.  Dun just 
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loved this place with its ceilings of Renaissance style paintings and 

long queues of customers.  However in recent years the queues had 

dwindled, as the local population became more health conscious, 

tending to avoid this traditional lard-arse fare.  Nonetheless Dun, who 

was blissfully unaware of this demographic change in eating habits, 

continued to support Mr. Farrellini with zeal.  Therefore it was a 

dumfounded Dun who, one evening, was presented with a horrifying 

sight as he walked out of the alley to the chippy.  There, in place of his 

beloved Sistine Chipple, stood the bright, new and trendy Piper 

Buntley‟s Cycle Café!  With a cold sweat of devastation washing over 

him, Dun slow-marched towards this atrocity.  Bicycles leaned 

numerously along the outside walls between which, he blinked at 

signs advertising Paninis, Ciabattas and various Pastries with 

Cappuccinos, Frappacinos, Espressos and “Milky Coffee with no 

froth” (just like your ma would make) for the discerning cyclist.  

Standing transfixed, Dun felt an overwhelming panic as his brain 

began to register the consequences of his lost takeaway.  Only now, at 

this point, did he realise how dependent he was on his daily fix of 

grease.   

 

Suddenly he was jolted back to reality by the taunting question, “Hey 

biggun, have you come to join the healthy people at last?” 

Turning, he was greeted by the smiling faces of two old friends 

George “The Thumb” Comhapie and “TK” Max Olpump.  Dun‟s 

expression must have betrayed his disbelief as he watched them 

dismounting their sparkling “bells and whistles” racing bikes.  His 

friends stood sheathed in what looked like suits of blue and white 

cling-film topped off by personalised helmets, a Casque Noir for The 

Thumb and a Redhot Huffy for TK.  Dun was instantly reminded of 

two Blue Power Rangers and wondered if these heroes had come to 

retrieve Farrellini‟s lost chip-shop.  However this was not the case as 

The Thumb was now trying to coax Dun into the new café for a 

“Latte”!  This was all too much for Dun who, in turning abruptly to 

leave, walked straight into TK‟s propped up bicycle. 
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Gathering momentum he landed belly-first on the saddle and, with 

arms outstretched in front, supermanned across the street through 

number twenty-four‟s front door and halfway up their stairs.  With 

carpet burnt elbows, nose and chin, Dun emerged from the house 

while TK frantically retrieved his precious mount.  Moments later Dun 

slumped into his sofa eating a big floury bap in despair. 
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Chapter Two 
 

It’s not the fact that we make a change 

It’s the fact there are changes to make 
 

The next few days passed by as a dejected Dun went about his usual 

routine minus his favourite battered and fried fix.  Then one afternoon 

TK and The Thumb rode into the yard.  Coasting to a halt at Dun‟s 

front door, TK shouted, “We just called round to see if the trick cyclist 

was ok.” 

Dun rolled round on his sofa and sat upright, “Naw I‟m not ok, I‟m 

lying here like Rudolf the Red-Nosed fooking Reindeer doing an 

impression of Bruce Forsythe with a fooking chin rash and, to top it 

all, there‟s this Piper Buntley‟s place!”   

“Aye the new cycle café, its great isn‟t it?”  TK smiled, “Piper used to 

cycle years ago, he loves cyclists and lets us meet up there.”   

“Who the hell ever heard of a cycle café?” Dun continued to complain 

bitterly, “Where the fook am I going to get my chips from now?”    

Unperturbed, TK raved on, “The craic‟s good over there, the whole 

club uses the café now and the grub is much healthier than fish and 

chips.”   

“Club, club…, not that bloody half-eight-in-the morning crowd?” 
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This time The Thumb spoke, “That‟s them, The MAMIL Wheelers 

Cycling Club!” Beaming, he explained “TK and I joined a while ago, 

look, this is the club kit.”  Standing up straight with arms akimbo he 

proudly displayed his lycra livery of blue, white and black. 

“You look like a fooking twat in a durex”, retorted Dun.  “What the 

fook does this cycling club do, apart from disturbing my precious 

sleep and taking over my source of food? 

The Thumb, on a roll now, answered, “We go out as a group on 

clubruns, I love it, the guys love putting it into each other so you have 

to ride hard, my average is up to 19 miles per hour and I‟m putting out 

an average 400 watts, some days I can hardly speak.” 

Dun looked bemused, “Are you sure it‟s a cycling club you‟re in, it 

sounds more like a fooking gimp gang?   

 

This time TK, ignoring the jibe, tried further to inspire Dun, “You 

should get yourself a bike and give it a go, there are club runs every 

morning and on Tuesday and Thursday nights, everyone‟s cycling 

now.” 

 Dun stood up and tutted, “You must be fooking joking, I‟m still 

recovering from that bloody escapade the other day.”  Heading to the 

kitchen, he complained again about his need for his fish supper.   

“What are you greetin about!” retorted TK.  “Sure doesn‟t big 

Farrellini have another takeaway over the town?” 

“Oh aye and that‟s a good half hour walk each way, do you want to 

fooking kill me all together?   

“Well“, said TK, “Those are your options, it would be good for you, 

helps you get fit and lose weight.”   

“Listen boys, I don‟t need to dress up like a fooking Smurf and ride 

around on a bike to lose weight, the way things are going, and I‟ll 

bloody starve to death now that Farrellini has moved away.” 

 

“Well then Dun, as you‟re in such a good mood, we‟ll head off before 

we annoy you”.   

TK and The Thumb jumped on their bikes and cycled off.  Dun 

peeped curiously from behind his kitchen curtains and, as he watched 

his two friends pedal gracefully out the gate, an idea was slowly 

forming in his mind. 
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Chapter Three 

 

A bang of the hammer, a twist of the spanner,  

a hack of the rusty saw 

Then Jubal E Clips, with hands on hips, 

viewed his creation with awe 
 

The following day was a dry but chilly autumnal Thursday. Tally‟s 

yard looked windswept as swirls of brown and red leaves gathered in 

the numerous nooks and crannies created by the protrusions of 

accumulated prawgh.  Echoing over the loud gusts of wind, came the 

industrious sound of clanging, drilling, and hack-sawing from a small 

shed in the corner of the yard.  As she busied herself about the house, 

Sally was frequently startled by the many sudden painful expletives 

that drifted in through the window.  Each time, she smirked and shook 

her head muttering, “That‟ll be his thumb again, if he wasn‟t so lazy, 

he might have learned how to use those tool!”  

 

At about five o‟clock that afternoon, the shed door swung open and 

out rolled the product of a day‟s work.  Sally watched from the kitchen 

window as Dun, pedalling slowly, wobbled precariously out the door 

astride what could only be described as a contraption.  However, she 

did notice something strangely familiar about this jubilee-clipped 

collection of components.  Perhaps it was the wheels with their weight 

saving removal of alternate rusty spokes!  Maybe it was the 

streamlined remodelling of the front and rear shopping baskets!  

Could it even have been the artistic drilling of load-lightening holes 

which patterned every tubular section of this apparatus including the 

homemade drop handlebars?  Or was it simply the chipped, red and 

gold lettering on the down-tube which read Triumph Twenty Shopper?   

Dropping her dishcloth in a state of bewilderment, Sally could only 

gawk at Dun as he straddled the loose resemblance of a single-speed 

racing cycle.  Subsequently at five-thirty that evening she stood at the 

gate of the yard watching Dun in his lurid green and purple shell suit 

and black Winfield P.E. gutties, as he furtively pointed his recycled 

steed down Kyles Brae.  Lowering his Eddie the Eagle ski goggles, he 

gave a push and set off tentatively on the maiden voyage to the 

“other” Farrellini shop across town. 
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By the time he reached the bottom of the brae, Dun was regretting his 

lack of experience in bike building as he realised he had no brakes.  

As his speed increased his confidence wavered with every involuntary 

fixed-gear pedal stroke. Killowen to Waterside flashed past in such a 

blur that even Raimondi MacDonald, standing at the entrance to 

Dunlop Street, was lost for words.  Grappling fearfully with the 

handlebars, Dun grimaced manically as momentum propelled him 

across the Bann Bridge and up Bridge Street.  As he slowed a little 

rounding Queens Street corner, Dun‟s cheeks suddenly flushed with 

embarrassment as he caught his clown-like reflection in Moody‟s 

window.  Then with a labouring cadence, he wobbled along Circular 

Road finding he had to stand on the pedals to ascend the wee slope up 

Martin‟s Brae.  As he finally lurched along the top of Union Street, a 

relieved Dun had already decided to double his already double 

takeaway order in reward for his effort.   

 

At Farrellini‟s on the corner of Windsor Avenue, a sweating Dun 

grinned as he stuffed his voluminous purchase into the tartan saddle 

bag.  On the return expedition Dun heard the town clock strike six as 

he slogged over the top of Kyles Brae.  Here, a beetroot-red Dun 

careered down to the corner of The Rope Walk and Piper Buntley‟s 

Café. Suddenly, from around the corner, a double line of blue and 

white riders snaked out onto the other side of the street and proceeded 

in Dun‟s direction.   
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“Shite,” Dun hissed to himself, “The fooking six o‟clock run that‟s all 

I need!” 

He lowered his head hoping that, if they weren‟t expecting him, they 

wouldn‟t recognise him.  As they neared, he could already hear their 

bellowing taunts asking if Andy Pandy’s granny knew he was out on 

her bike.   

“Not too bad,” thought Dun, “At least I wasn‟t recognised.” 

Then, almost immediately, there came that shameful moment of 

exposure. 

“Hey Biggun!” came The Thumb‟s familiar shout.   

Then as Dun dropped his head dejectedly, he heard TK say, “Hey lads, 

that‟s Dun Tally on a bike!” 

 

Affronted, it was already too late when Dun lifted his head again.  

Skilfully finding the gap between the parked Austin Allegro and 

Vauxhall Viva, Dun “bunny-hopped” onto the footpath and, with 

aplomb, affected a grand entrance to Piper Buntley‟s bustling Café! 
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Chapter Four 

 

Flattery flattery works every time 

But remember it must be genuine 

 
Piper Buntley had experienced a lot in his sixty-four years.  A brutal 

career as a cycling domestique in the steel-framed days had afforded 

this grizzled rouleur the luxury of thinking he‟d seen it all.  Therefore, 

he wasn‟t particularly disturbed by the pungent vinegary smell 

hanging in the air.  Nor was he concerned by the eruption of chips and 

steaming pieces of cod that rained down on his customers like some 

nuclear fallout.  He wasn‟t even alarmed by the black plimsolls 

protruding from his new Gaggia coffee-machine on the ends of two 

shell-suited legs.  However the sight of Dun skilfully slaloming his 

Triumph Twenty through the busy tables before torpedoing into the 

frothing coffee-maker had impressed Piper so much, that he was 

already contemplating ways in which he could nurture this instinctive 

cycling talent.  Conversely, as the firemen began to tug on his lurid 

shiny legs, Dun had already vowed never to put either of them over a 

bike again. 
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Following this second foray into cycling, Dun passed the next few 

weeks hiding sheepishly behind a pair of dark glasses. However, while 

they successfully concealed his two black eyes, the glasses did have 

the unfortunate effect of accentuating his bruised and swollen nose.  

Additionally Dun, who had never been a coffee lover, remained in a 

constant state of irritation as a lingering Arabica flavour persistently 

tortured his taste-buds.  In this excruciating state, Dun languished on 

his sofa drifting from one day to the next in a Co-

Codamolic/Diazepamic haze. 

 

One evening, after taking his medicinal dose, Dun sofa‟d down with 

his favourite tipple of tea and a plateful of jam baps and switched on 

his television.  As his pain-relieving cocktail took effect, he found it 

increasingly difficult to prevent his drooping eyelids from obscuring 

his view of Alistair Sim, hamming it up as Scrooge.  Suddenly as the 

eerie scraping sound of Jacob Marley’s vast chain rang out from the 

screen, Dun woke with a start.  There on his television screen Dun, 

rather than Dickens’ Christmas message, was presented with the 

monochrome image of Piper Buntley grinning out at him.   

 

Speaking now, Piper said, “You look as healthy as a set of Eddy 

Merckx’s oul Paris-Roubaix tyres!”    

Dun sat bolt up-right on the sofa as Piper continued, “I was just sayin 

til The Thumb and the Wheelers that I haven‟t noticed you ridin down 

til big Farrellini‟s since your big performance the other week!”  

“N-n-n-no, you wouldn„t have!” stammered Dun, “I-I-I-I„ve given up 

cycling for good!” 

“Aw now that‟s a pity Dunstan, I was hopin you would be keen til get 

the oul legs spinnin again!” 

You must be joking Mr. Buntley, don‟t you think I‟ve done enough 

damage?”  

“Well Dun, that‟s what I wanted til talk til you about.” 

“Aw, I am sorry about your coffee-machine,” apologised Dun, “But 

don‟t worry, I will pay for the damage as soon as I raise some cash.” 

“There‟s no need Dun, you see I was goin til forget about all the 

damage if you done me a favour!”  
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Dun‟s eyebrows arched up from behind the sunglasses.  Suspiciously 

he asked, “What does this favour entail?”    

“It‟s simple,” smiled Piper, “Just repent your lazy ways and join til the 

MAMIL Wheelers Cyclin Club”! 

In shock, it was a minute before a puzzled Dun could say, “But Mr. 

Buntley, did you not see me that day, I couldn‟t cycle to save my life!” 

“Aw hi, you were flyin, you were goin well”, flattered Piper.   

Dun was amazed as Piper continued to compliment, “I knowed you 

were some rider when you rid in the door, I said that til the Wheelers, 

you ask TK”! 

Dun, cowering now on his knees in front of the television, cried, “Aw 

please Mr. Buntley, I will pay for the damage, I couldn‟t join the 

Wheelers, it will kill me!” 

Piper smiled with disregard saying, “At the stroke o‟ wan th‟night, 

ye‟ll be visited by a cyclist spurit, way a second spurit the next night 

and a third spurit the night after that son!” 

 

“But Piper”, wailed Dun, “Why will they come?” 

“For til get you til join til the MAMIL Wheelers son!” came Piper‟s 

booming answer as his image disappeared from the screen revealing 

that of Dennis Waterman posing to the strains of; “I could be so good 

for you……!”.  At this, Dun drifted off again into a deep sleep. 
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Chapter Five 

 

As the bell tolls out from the dreamy spire 

We enter those dreams of the things we desire 

 
It was the smell of milky coffee that first aroused Dun‟s senses, then 

on opening his eyes, he was exposed to the brightness of the figure 

sitting in the armchair across the room. 

“Sally, is that you?” Dun, lifting his hand to shield his eyes, asked, 

“What time is it?” 

“It‟s one o‟clock biggun!” a man‟s voice replied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As his eyes adjusted to the T-Mobile pink glow, Dun could see the 

shiny legged man sitting casually back in the chair holding a mug of 

coffee.  From top to bottom this apparition was dressed in the now 

familiar MAMIL Wheelers kit, though his seemed to shine brighter 

than any Dun had seen before.  “Who are you?” Dun asked, more 

wakeful now. 

From behind his radiant blue Oakley’s, the cyclist replied, “I am 

Mellow-Birds Johnny and I am the cyclist of coordinated colours, of 

the whitest white socks, of pink bikes and of milky coffee and buns”   
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With a wink of his eye, Mellow-Birds Johnny continued, “I have come 

to show you the joy of the bun-run and to reveal that if you are ever 

over at Crumby Cycles you can just mention my name!” 

 

Suddenly Mellow-Birds Johnny stood and with a wave of his coffee 

cup, Dun now found himself flying high above the Borough.   

Fearful that he might fall to earth, he whimpered, “But I can‟t fly!” 

So, with a steady confident hand, Mellow-Birds Johnny pointed 

behind and said, “Just sit on my wheel!” 

At this, a big comfortable looking pink wheel appeared in front of 

Dun and magically, seemed to carry him along over the shining 

rooftops.  As they flew, Dun realised he was looking down on the 

daytime image of the coast road and sunny streets.  He saw a large 

group of MAMIL Wheelers, spinning along in joyous athleticism. 

 

“DON‟T YE THINK THEM BOYS CAN REALLY RIDE A BIKE?” 

Bellowed Mellow-Birds Johnny. 

Dun watched in admiration as the Wheelers joked and japed, in the 

many Café stops.  

Hollering once again, Mellow-Birds Johnny drew Dun‟s attention, 

“THERE, SEE HOW THE CRAIC IS ALWAYS GOOD AT THE 

COFFEE STOPS!”  

“I see they all keep their kit very clean, all except that big tall Greek 

looking boy!”, remarked Dun, “He looks like he‟s covered in oil and 

snail trails!” 

“OH AYE”, replied Mellow-Birds Johnny, “THAT‟S JIZZLE, HIS 

CHAIN ALWAYS COMES OFF AND CYCLING GIVES HIM A 

SNOTTERY NOSE!”  

 Dun then made a telling observation, “They all look to be having 

great fun, even that Jizzle boy appears to be part of the camaraderie!”  

Then as the pink wheel turned toward home and his sofa, Dun became 

somehow entranced by the images he had seen.   

“DON„T THEY LOOK GOOD IN THEIR CLUB KIT!” shouted 

Mellow-Birds Johnny, “AND SEE HOW THE PUBLIC ADMIRE 

THEM ON THEIR BIKES AND ENJOY THEIR CRAIC IN THE 

CAFE!”  
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In a daze, Dun felt the wind in his face as the pink wheel spun still 

faster before suddenly disappearing and sending him tumbling toward 

the earth like a stone.  In a panic Dun shrieked as he fell flailing off 

the sofa and onto his living room floor.  It was broad daylight now 

and, from his mesmerised state, Dun gradually became disappointed 

as he realised it had just been a weird dream.  Throughout that day 

Dun replayed the dream in his mind.  He remembered how this valiant 

group looked and began fantasising about being one of them.  Later, in 

this frame of mind, Dun became excited as to what the night had in 

store for him.  Consequently, he decided to take a wee Diazepam to 

hasten his sleep and hopefully the arrival of another magical visitor 

 

It was the shrill “PEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!” of the whistle that shook 

Dun from his slumber.  Jumping up, he was confronted by another 

Wheeler-kitted spectre that stood grinning with the whistle between 

his teeth.  This bespectacled figure, though not as pristine as his 

predecessor, was also bright with his bald pate brightest of all.     

Enthusiastically he announced, “I am Lukey Roundey!” 

Letting his whistle swing on the lanyard around his neck, Lukey 

explained, “I come to make you greatly enthused about the way of the 

Wheeler, I come to bestow onto you, the art of training with B.A.P.S.!” 

“Baps?”  Dun‟s interest was caught.  “I love baps!!”  

“Yeah!” beamed Lukey, “they worked for me, I now finish the A4 

races only one lap behind.   

Then, with a swagger, Lukey Roundey stepped out the door and, 

blasting his whistle once again, transported Dun into the midst of a 

group of faceless cyclists.   

Taking command, Lukey Roundey ordered, “WHEELERS, 

SYNCHRONISE POLAGARMS!!” 

At this, each cyclist reset his cycle computer and, with a shout from 

Lukey to, “ROLL OUT!” they silently and steadily pedalled their 

machines in unison to maintain a sixteen mph average.   

 

As they cycled, Dun asked Lukey, “What about these Baps?” 

“Ah, it‟s actually B.A.P.S.!” explained Lukey, “B is for Beginner, 

that‟s the likes of you who need me to tell you how to start up in 

cycling!” 

“Oh!” said Dun nodding intently, “and A?” 

“A is for Advanced which is the stage were you think you can cycle 
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but tend to overreach your early ability!” 

“What do you mean?” quizzed Dun. 

“Well, like entering an A4 race before you can even keep up with the 

Sunday club-run, things like that!” explained Lukey. 

 

Engrossed now, Dun listened as Lukey continued, “P stands for 

Proficient, that‟s the stage where you begin to download all your 

Polagarm data onto Facebook and pretend you did a sixteen mph 

average speed rather than the true nineteen to twenty mph average!” 

Dun looked puzzled and asked, “Why would you want to do that?” 

“So as not to have any of those Espresso-drinking Fast-Groupers join 

our Cappuccino-drinking Slow-Group and spoil our fun of course!” 

“Ok, I see!” said Dun thoughtfully, “and what does the S stand for?” 

At this point, Lukey stared ahead pensively. 

“Ah!” he said eventually, “Now that remains a mystery, none of the 

Wheelers have reached that stage yet to find out!”  

 

Travelling along a seemingly endless road, the two parallel lines 

rotated forward on each blast of Lukey Roundey‟s whistle.  On and on 

they went with every shrill blast surging Dun ever nearer to the front 

where, he feared, his inexperience was bound to be exposed.  

Nervously, as his time came to take the front, Dun gave a strong push 

on his pedals.  Rolling to the head of the group, he was suddenly 

overwhelmed by the tingling feeling of exhilaration, a feeling he now 

realised, he never wanted to lose.  However this moment was short-

lived when, with a peep and a shout from Lukey Roundey to roll it 

over, Dun „rolled it over’ off his sofa and onto his back on the living 

room floor, his legs bicycling frantically through the air.  For the 

second time in as many mornings, he woke up in a pool of sweat.  Yet 

again he had a feeling of elation as his dreams, began to influence his 

reality. 

 

All day, Dun busied himself around the yard.  Full of energy, he 

thought continuously about that silent cycling group and how he 

enjoyed the effortless rolling speed as they moved along the road as 

one.  Oblivious to his transformation Dun, for the first time in years, 

put in a full day‟s work.  Then at teatime, to Sally‟s amazement, he 

announced he was going to make a Salad. 
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Having purposely gone to bed early, Dun tossed and turned in 

frustration as he could not get over to sleep.  His mind was too active 

as he waited restlessly for one o‟clock to come.  However as the clock 

on the bedside table ticked past this nominated hour, nothing 

happened.   

Dun sat up in bed and switched on the table lamp.   

“I fooking new it!” he muttered.  “They were just dreams; I need to 

catch myself on, MAMIL Wheelers my arse!” 

Turning to Sally he said, “Are you awake?” no reply.  Nudging this 

time, he asked again, “Sally, are you awake?” 

Sally just pulled the bedclothes up to her nose and slept on in her 

contented slumber.  

Dun swung his legs out of the bed in a flourish, “Fook sake, I‟m going 

down to put the kettle on and have a bap!”  

 

Through the darkness Dun fumbled his way down toward the kitchen.  

Reaching the bottom of the staircase, he noticed a glow around the 

seam of the living room door.  Putting his hand to the handle he 

slowly pushed the door open, starting a little as he became aware of a 

low continuous droning sound.  As he threw the door open fully, Dun 

was bathed in the flickering light of another Wheeler spirit sitting 

astride another racing bike, one hand on the handlebars, the other 

gripping the back of a chair at its side.  However, this apple-cheeked 

phantom looked fearful as he intermittently tried to release his grip 

from the chair while, each time, frantically trying to keep his balance 

on a set of training rollers.         

 

“Hi there Dunstan”, gasped the apparition between balance attempts.  

“Come on in” (gasp) “my name is Noah Tall” (gasp) “and I have 

come” (gasp) “to impress you with my knowledge” (gasp) “of on-line 

bicycle shopping” (gasp) “and how to post pictures of your” (gasp) 

“expensive purchases on Facebook!” phewed Noah. 

 

As Dun stepped through the door he found himself in, what appeared 

to be, a huge white warehouse full of glittering racing bicycles.  

Looking around, he noted the constant tip-tapping of keyboards and 

the constant movement of bicycles and equipment above his head 

zooming out to millions of computer screens.   
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“Where are we?” queried Dun. 

“We, my friend, are in the World Wide Webisphere!” retorted Noah 

Tall, “This is where all us boys get our kicks, it‟s the new porn!”  

“You mean people are buying all this equipment?” 

“As we speak old chap, as we speak!”  Replied Noah 

“But is it not expensive?” Dun strained. 

“Why of course it is, how else do you think cyclists of our age are 

going to show off, you must have the latest best thing, just check my 

Facebook page, I show all my purchases there!” 

“But why do you do that, don‟t you take any of your bikes out on the 

road?” 

Noah threw his head back and guffawed, “They‟re not for cycling old 

bean, I keep them in my garage and polish them every day, they‟re just 

for looking at and showing off with!”  

“Ah I see!” said Dun, “What you mean is that new cyclists like me are 

probably past our best so, in an attempt to look good, we use all this 

blingy stuff?” 

“Got it in one my friend, there‟s all sorts you can buy nowadays, 

things to make you look fast, things to make you look slim, in fact 

some guys don‟t even cycle outside anymore, they can do it all in their 

garage!”  Enthused Noah. 

“That sounds brilliant, so how do I go about getting this stuff?” 

questioned Dun. 

“Seasy, you just need a credit card and a computer!” smiled Noah as 

he produced a lap-top in a flash.   

Holding the keyboard toward Dun, Noah said, “All you have to do is 

push this button!”  

 

Looking down now Dun tentatively put his index finger on the 

“ENTER” key and pressed.  As the whole room began to spiral he lost 

focus of all that had been around him the tip-tapping of keyboards 

rose to a crescendo until, finally, Dun woke to find he was laying on 

the kitchen floor in a pool of cold water and the kettle in his hand. 

 

As daylight dawned, Sally awoke to the strangulated strains of Dun„s 

tuneless voice rising from the kitchen. 

“I want to ride my bicycle-I want to ride my bike…….!” he screeched 

as he tried to match Freddie Mercury who, from the radio, was 

expertly punching many octaves above Dun‟s singing weight.   
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Presently, with the smell of fresh croissants and strong coffee 

preceding him, Dun entered the bedroom with a tray full of 

continental breakfast. 

“Pour vous mon cheri!” mimicked Dun as he tried to impersonate the 

great Jacques Anquetil.  Then, setting the tray on her lap, he swished 

back the curtains and surveyed the alley below. 

 

 
 

Suddenly, throwing the window open, he thrust his head out and 

shouted, 

“Hey that boy!" "Yes you in the Barbour Coat, Tweed Cap and stout 

Brogues!"  "What day is this?" 

“It‟s Friday!” came the reply. 

“What date?”    

Again the lad responded, “It‟s the twenty fourth!” 

“What month?” 

“For god sake!” came the retort, “it‟s December and I haven‟t all day 

to stand here answering your stupid questions!” 

“Prey why not?” 

Again an irritated reply, “Because I have a stock-take to do before the 

Boxing Day sales!” 
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"Ah you‟re a salesman!"  "Prey what do you sell?" 

Angry now, the young fellow tried to walk on shouting, “Jayzus, I sell 

shoes, but at this rate, I‟ll sell none and do you know the price of oil 

these days?”   

“Alas my friend no, but prey tell me your name kind sir!” 

“My name is Fauntleroy Bishop, now I really have to go!” 

“A last question Fauntleroy, before you depart!” 

“What?” 

“Do you know where I could buy a good, cheap lap-top?” 
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Chapter Six 

 

Add to wish list 

Buy with one click 

Place your bid now 

You’d better be quick 

 
Sally frowned as she signed the delivery docket for the postman, 

“That‟s another parcel for you Dun”, she shouted up the stairs.  

Trailing the big rectangular box up the hall, Sally shook her head as 

she checked the label  muttering, “Sweet mother of god, another one 

from “Rubble“, jaysus last week it was from that “Nervous Reaction” 

crowd, how many more of these bloody packages is he going to get?  

That‟s the tenth in the last two months!”  Dun clip-clopped down the 

stairs his spanking new cycle shoes causing him to walk with his arse 

cheeks clenched.  This was not a good look as these very cheeks were 

clad in tight lycra MAMIL Wheelers‟ cycling shorts. 

“Aw great, it‟s arrived,” he rejoiced. 

“What is it?” Sally asked. 

“It„s my new bicycle mirror!” 

“Bicycle mirror?” Sally looked baffled. “You mean a rear view 

mirror?” 

“No, not a rear view mirror, it‟s called the Swear-Til-God Mirror!”   

 

Enthusiastically Dun ripped the package open and erected the six-foot 

tall looking glass into its frame of neon-lights.  Pushing the plug into 

the nearest socket, Dun explained, “When you stand in front of the 

mirror, it tells you what kind of cyclist you are!” 

Sally looked helplessly at him, “Dun have you lost you bloody mind, 

who told you to buy this?” 

It was Noah Tall, he‟s one of the wheelers, he knows his onions, he‟s 

always researching things on the Internet!” 

With this Dun stood up straight and tall in front of the mirror and 

reading from the instructions, he recited, 
 

“Mirror-mirror let me be told- 

What type of cyclist do you behold?” 
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Suddenly, the neon frame sparkled into life and a mist seemed to swirl 

violently on the reflective glass.  Dun‟s expression became more 

manic as his flabby, protruding reflection became distorted by this 

mist.  Then, in a deep booming Aghadowish accent, the mirror 

responded,  
 

“As sure as Lance Armstrong loves Paul Kimmage -  

I swear-til-god, you’re Jens Voigt’s image!!” 
 

 
 

 

To Dun‟s amazement the reflection of his sagging image appeared to 

be transformed into a tall, lean and taut figure with tanned shining 

limbs bedecked in a pristine cycling kit.  Dun stood mesmerised by his 

image which, in reality, remained in its paunchy un-athletic form. 

 

“What do you think?” asked Dun as he posed and preened in front of 

the mirror. 

“Think of what?” replied Sally as she looked searchingly around the 

hall. 

“My new physique!” exclaimed Dun. 

Puzzled, Sally responded, “What‟s new about it?” 

Dun let out a long exasperated sigh, “Just look in the mirror woman, 

there can„t you see?” 
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“No you eejit, I can‟t see anything other than your podgy belly 

stretching that cycling jersey to the limit!” 

Fiddling behind the mirror now, Dun complained, “Augh, it must be 

the set-up, it just needs a bit of fine tuning!”  

 

By now, Sally was at the end of her tether, “Dun”, she said.  “What the 

hell is going on here?”   

“Nothing!” He replied sheepishly. 

“Oh so all these packages are nothing?”  Sally glared at Dun, “Well 

then, explain to me why our bank statements have triple figure debits 

going out to all these online companies every fart‟s end!”   

Without waiting for an answer she continued, “Oh yes, and why are 

you up and out before half-eight every morning and what the hell is 

this crazy diet that needs such expensive food?” 

“It‟s just my new hobby, I‟m trying to get in shape for the cycling 

club, Piper reckons I‟m good at the oul cycling and all the boys are on 

this great diet, you can lose weight really easily, some of them have 

lost fourteen stone in a day!” 

“Bollocks!” came Sally‟s obvious reply, “It‟s those bloody tablets 

you‟re on, they have you mental, sure anyone could tell you that you 

don‟t need all that crap just to be good on a bike!” 

“Aw now Sally!” condescended Dun, “You just stick to your knitting, 

I don‟t think you would know enough about cycling to tell me how to 

ride a bike!” 

 

The fist of sharp feminine knuckles found their target expertly.  He 

hadn‟t seen the punch coming, but now with a bag of frozen peas 

soothing his left eye Dun lay, once again, on his sofa wondering where 

he went wrong.  At this point, he grew more fretful as he realised that, 

not only, had he missed that evening‟s club run but, he had also 

forgotten to take his daily concoction of a protein/vitamin/beetroot 

juice Smoothie. 
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Chapter Seven 

 

Behold the wretch 

The MAMIL lives 
 

Dun was now a truly changed man, so much so, that he even enjoyed 

coffee, having sampled all the specialities in each café the club-run 

frequented.  He also had a, somewhat sketchy, knowledge of cycling 

etiquette which he acquired from the dozens of Tour de France DVDs 

he watched.  Sally, however, was not so impressed with her husband, 

as his spending continued with him buying things he thought, or was 

told, he needed.  She felt he had now developed from a passionate 

couch potato, into a preening, equipment obsessed middle-aged man 

in lycra.  This lycra, she found out, had been a “good bargain” from 

Neil-Boy Clotter who appeared to be the MAMIL Wheelers' spiv.  She 

also noticed that Dun had taken to visiting Crumby Cycles where, in 

negotiating a price for the latest Potterello racing bike, his attempts at 

“dropping” Mellow Birds Johnny‟s name, fell on deaf ears.  Sally 

realised she had now become a “poor cycling-widow” as opposed to 

the “comfortably off sofa-widow” she had previously been and, she 

was no longer prepared to miss out. 
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Throughout the winter months, Dun persevered with his strict diet and 

training program.  He had faithfully kept every eight-thirty 

appointment with the Cappuccino group and was now well 

accomplished in rolling through and off at a steady sixteen mph 

average.  His dream, however, was to make that ego-boosting step up 

to the nine o‟clock set, the speedsters, the Espresso group.  Dun‟s 

aspiration strengthened his determination to make the grade at the 

inaugural Piper Buntley‟s Gaggia Charity Sportive in the early season.  

Therefore, that April, as the morning sun broke through, the town 

clock struck ten bells across the Diamond which echoed with groups 

of people chattering excitedly amidst a tangle of bicycles of all shapes 

and sizes.  Here, Dun manoeuvred his sparkling new, overpriced, 

Potterello Nimbus 2013 with Shimynolo Quicksnitch Electronic 

Gearing, through this bustling mass.   Vacuum-packed in his new club 

kit, he scanned the crowd in search of others sheathed in this elastic 

uniform.  Eventually, he spotted TK and The Thumb waving him over 

to a boisterous group of cyclists.  “Nice bike!” said Thumb, “That‟s 

the new Potterello isn‟t it?” 

“Yep!” beamed Dun as he proudly wheeled the Nimbus forward for all 

to view.   

“That looks the dog‟s doodahs!” admired TK, “You‟ll be flyin like a 

wizard on that one mucker!” 

“That‟s right, a new bike is like having magic powers, just like this 

lot!”  Thumb smiled as he gestured to the surrounding group of 

identically lycra‟d duplicates with their glittering state-of-the-art 

racing bikes and glistening shaved-for-their-art legs.  Dun took on the 

typical awestruck look of a novice as he grinned in silent greeting to 

the cursory glances from these posturing clubmen.  These were the 

Espresso drinkers, the “Fast” Group. 

 

Suddenly, the squeal of a loud-hailer silenced everyone as Senora 

Maria Da Costa‟s official, distorted mumblings about health and 

safety echoed around the town centre.  Then the lead-out car 

accelerated forward with her husband Senor Eduardo protruding from 

the sunroof, his mutton-chop whiskers whipping proudly in the wind 

as he brandished the start flag.  At this gesture, the rippling staccato of 

dozens of cycling shoes snapping into pedals reverberated around the 

town hall while, at the head of the pelaton, Dun and his new comrades 

rolled out.  
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 As Queen Street filtered onto Millburn Road, the group gathered 

momentum until they were hammering along at a twenty-five mph 

average. 

 

 
 

However Dun‟s initial elation soon turned to apprehension, as he 

began struggling desperately to keep up.  Faltering now, the other 

wheelers soon began overtaking him.  Cycling round him, TK shouted 

encouragingly, “Just sit in at the back Dun and let the Nimbus work its 

magic!” 

Dun pulled a scowling face and muttered, “Easier said than done, just 

because I wear wee round glasses doesn‟t mean I am Harry fooking 

Potter!”  Even with a helping hand from The Thumb, Dun‟s 

confidence wavered and he was now inwardly cursing the speeding 

group around him.  Glancing at his Polagarm, he realised that his 

heart-rate was a thumping ninety-five percent of maximum while his 

power out-put was a pathetic ninety-five watts.  He was now entering 

a breathless, dizzy state of panic.   Then, with effortless ease, an 

elegant figure coasted past him pointing at the rear wheel of their bike.   

Dun, blinking through his steamed-up goggles, strained to see who 

this was as a calm, hypnotic voice instructed him to, “Sit on my 

wheel!” 
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Mesmerised now, he felt he could comfortably keep up with this 

graceful stranger who, though much slighter in stature, cut through the 

wind with ease.  Composure gained, he could now take time to look at 

his rescuer.   

 

Then, gradually, realisation dawned on him, that figure was familiar 

now, “Fook me, it„s Sally!” he exclaimed.  Suddenly, Dun had his 

very own eureka moment, “Of course, Sally, the S stands for Sally!”  

Continuing, he formulated, “If you can sit on Sally‟s wheel then you 

have reached the final stage of B.A.P.S.!” 
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